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Question No : 1 

You are developing a JScript-based script for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011. You need to identify the 

form type of the current form. Which method should you use?  

 

A. crmForm.FormType();  

 

B. Xrm.Page.getControl("formtype");  

 

C. crmForm.all.formtype();  

 

D. Xrm.Page.ui.getFormType();  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 2  

Within what type of web resources does the GetGlobalContext function give access to context information? 

(Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.)  

 

A. JScript web resources  

 

B. Microsoft Silverlight web resources  

 

C. ASP.NET web resources  

 

D. GIF web resources  

 

E. HTML web resources  

 

Answer: B,E  

 

 

Question No : 3  

You plan to use a JScript library web resource on a form in Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011. What should 

you do first?  

 

A. Create a solution to contain the JScript web resource.  

 

B. Publish all customizations.  
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C. Create an external JScript file.  

 

D. Attach the JScript web resource library to the form.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 4 

You are adding custom JScript code to a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 form. Why should you use the 

Xrm.Page.getFormType() method to check the form type before performing operations on form fields?  

 

A. To determine whether field-level security has modified the form layout.  

 

B. To ensure that the JScript code will work as expected for the form on which the script is running.  

 

C. To verify the user's current security roles.  

 

D. To ensure that a specified form field is enabled.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 5  

You are modifying a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 application. You plan to add an Area named 

Corporate to the site map XML. You need to ensure that the Area name is shown in the Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM 2011 navigation pane. Which attribute should you set to "Corporate" in the site map 

XML?  

 

A. DescriptionResourceId  

 

B. Title  

 

C. ResourceId  

 

D. Id  

 

E. Name  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 6  

You need to configure Windows Internet Explorer to enable debugging of client-side JScript code. Which 
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of the following settings should you configure? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose 

three.)  

 

A. Set friendly errors to off.  

 

B. Set script debugging to on.  

 

C. Set load page content to Every Time.  

 

D. Set enable third-party browser extensions to on.  

 

E. Add the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 website to the "Local Intranet" security zone.  

 

Answer: A,B,C  

 

 

Question No : 7  

Which of the following statements about late-bound entity classes is true?  

 

A. Developers can access late-bound entity class attributes and be type-safe.  

 

B. Developers can work with custom entities and custom attributes that are not available at compile time.  

 

C. Late-bound entity classes perform data access functions more efficiently than early-bound entity 

classes.  

 

D. Custom code written for late-bound entity classes uses less Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 resources 

than custom code written for early-bound entity classes.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 8  

You need to reference a cascading style sheet (CSS file) in a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 HTML web 

resource. How should you deploy the CSS file?  

 

A. Upload the CSS file to the CSS folder on the web server.  

 

B. Pack the CSS file and the HTML file in an archive file and upload the archive file as a web resource.  

 

C. Upload the CSS file to the ISV folder on the web server.  

 

D. Upload the CSS file as a web resource.  
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Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 9 

Which of the following statements about passing parameters to a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 HTML 

web resource is true?  

 

A. The webpage accepts only existing system attributes as query string parameters.  

 

B. The webpage accepts a maximum of eight custom query string parameters.  

 

C. The webpage accepts only one custom query string parameter.  

 

D. The webpage accepts unlimited custom query string parameters.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 10  

You create a group of user-owned records. You need to ensure that another user can access the records. 

Which privileges should you set on the record entity? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

Choose two.)  

 

A. Share  

 

B. Assign  

 

C. Reparent  

 

D. Append To  

 

E. Create  

 

Answer: A,B  

 

 

Question No : 11  

In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, you create several web resources containing PNG and ICO images. 

Which of the following statements about using image web resources is true?  

 

A. Image web resources can be used only for ribbon button controls.  

 

B. Image web resources cannot be used for ribbon button controls or site map subareas.  
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C. Image web resources can be used only for site map subareas.  

 

D. Image web resources can be used for ribbon button controls and site map subareas.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 12 

You plan to develop a Windows application for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 by using Microsoft Visual 

Studio 2010. You need to ensure that you can use the IOrganizationService interface of the Organization 

Service web service. Which assembly reference should you add to the project?  

 

A. Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.dll  

 

B. Microsoft.Crm.SdkTypeProxy.dll  

 

C. Microsoft.Crm.Callout.Base.dll  

 

D. Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.dll  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 13  

Which Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 element contains the XML that defines the main data entry form for 

the Account entity?  

 

A. the FormXml file  

 

B. the Account entity  

 

C. the OrganizationaUI entity  

 

D. the SystemForm entity  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 14  

You are developing a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 application. You plan to use a LINQ statement to 

query data. Which of the following LINQ operators are supported by Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011? 

(Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose three.)  
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